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Online Chemistry Tutoring System  
 
 
Chemistry is a very complex and difficult subject for most students to 
learn in a normal classroom setting and is even more of a challenge in 
a homeschool setting.  Chemistry is not a subject that can be easily 
grasped by merely reading about it in a textbook.  Students need to 
work problems many times to fully understand a concept.  Homeschoolers 
need another tool to help educate them in the subject of chemistry.  We 
will demonstrate a web-based tutoring system, i-assign.com, that will 
help students learn the material by doing problems and reading feedback 
explaining how to work problems.  The online system provides questions 
to supplement home instruction and gives extensive feedback to help 
students understand the topic.  This system allows you to learn 
chemistry from your own home while receiving guidance from the site on 
how to work chemistry problem.  The site gives you help with all the 
difficult topics in chemistry from naming compounds to thermodynamics 
and much more.  All the major topics are covered with over 1000 
questions in the question bank.  Each question can be worked repeatedly 
because a new variation of each question is delivered every time the 
question is served, making the statement “practice makes perfect” a 
possibility in chemistry at home. 
